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THE THREE-WAVE INTERACTION BETWEEN INTER-STRANDMODES OF THE DNAV. L. Golo *Lomonosov Mosow State University119992, GSP-2, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 21 February 2005We onsider the regime in whih the bands of the torsional aousti (TA) and hydrogen-bond-streth (HBS)modes of the DNA interpenetrate eah other. We propose a simple model aommodating the helix strutureof the DNA, and, within its framework, �nd a three-wave interation between the TA and the HBS modes. Thephenomenon ould be useful for studying the ation of mirowave radiation on a DNA moleule. Thus, usingZhang's mehanism of the interation between the system of eletri dipoles of a DNA moleule and the mi-rowave radiation, we show that the latter ould bring about torsional vibrations maintaining the HBS-ones. Weindiate an estimate of the mirowave power density neessary for generating the HBS mode, whih essentiallydepends on the visous properties of ambient medium.PACS: 87.15.-v 1. INTRODUCTIONIt is generally aepted that the onformationaldynamis of the DNA relies essentially on elasti vi-brations of the DNA moleule in the region of 109�1012 Hz [1℄. Aording to Kim and Prohofsky [2℄, theregion omprises two domains, whih orrespond withdi�erent degrees of freedom of the moleule: (1) aous-ti modes, whih do not involve the hydrogen bonds;(2) modes that streth the hydrogen bonds between thebase pairs (the HBS modes). A loal minimum of thefrequeny is harateristi of the HBS modes [2℄, its po-sition depending on the hoie of the band. Vibrationsof the DNA were observed in the low-frequeny Ramansattering [3; 4℄, and the Fourier-transform infrared ab-sorption experiments [5℄. Globus et al. [6℄ report theexistene of internal modes generated by the intera-tion of arti�ial DNA-type moleules with eletromag-neti radiation in the submillimeter range. It should benoted that the type of modes observed depends on thekind of DNA samples, i.e. in aqueous solutions, or �lmsand �laments [6; 7℄. The experimental data [1℄ is notonlusive as to the relative positions of the aoustiand the HBS modes.Our work is based on the observation that if aous-*E-mail: golo�meh.math.msu.su

ti torsional bands penetrate the frequeny region ofHBS modes, the torsional vibrations of the double he-lix ould hange periodially the elasti onstants ofinter-strand motions, and thus provide a supply of en-ergy for HBS modes. If the attenuation is small enough,the torsional aousti band, whih has the double fre-queny with respet to that of the HBS mode, ouldmaintain an HBS mode through the parametri reso-nane. Thus, one ould obtain a means for generatingan HBS mode and studying the inter-helial dynamisof DNA.2. THE ELASTIC DYNAMICS OF TORSIONALAND INTER-STRAND MODESWhile onsidering the dynamis of the DNA onehas to take into aount: (1) the DNA having the twostrands; (2) the base pairs being linked by hydrogenbonds; (3) the helial symmetry. We utilize a quasione-dimensional lattie model for the elasti propertiesof the DNA whih aommodates these requirements.El Hasan and Calladine [8℄ set up a sheme forthe internal geometry of the double helix of the DNA,whih desribes the relative position of one base withrespet to the other in a Watson �Crik base pair andthe positions of two base pairs. This is ahieved by in-428



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005 The three-wave interation between inter-strand : : :troduing loal frames for the bases and the base pairs,and translation slides along their long axes. We followthe guidelines of paper [8℄, but aiming at a qualitativedesription of the DNA dynamis we use a simpli�edset of variables. We desribe the relative position of thebases of a base pair by means of the vetor Y diretedalong the long axis (the y axis in [8℄, see also [9℄); Yis equal to zero when the base pair is at equilibrium.The relative position of the base pairs is desribed bythe torsional angles �n, whih give deviations from thestandard equilibrium twist of the double helix. Thus,a twist of the DNA moleule, whih does not involveinter-strand motion or mutual displaements of thebases inside the pairs, is determined by the torsionalangles �n that are the angles of rotation of the basepairs about the axis of the double helix. The twistenergy of the moleule is given byXn �I2 _�2n + �2a2 (�n+1 � �n)2�where I is the moment of inertia, and � is the twistoe�ient, whih are assumed the same for all the basepairs for simpliity and beause of a qualitative pitureat whih we aim. Inter-strand motions should orre-spond to the relative motion of the bases inside thebase pairs, and therefore the kineti energy due to thisdegree of freedom may be ast in the formXn M2 _Y2n;where M is the e�etive mass of a ouple.For eah base pair, we have the referene frame inwhih the z axis orresponds to the axis of the doublehelix, the y axis to the long axis of the base pair, andthe x axis is perpendiular to the z and y axes (seeFig. 1 in [8℄). At equilibrium, the hange in position ofadjaent base pairs is determined only by the twist an-gle 
 of the double helix. We assume that 
 = 2�=10as for the B-form of DNA. To determine the energydue to the inter-strand displaements, we need to �ndthe strain taking into aount the onstraint imposedby the helial struture of our system. For this, onemay utilize the method employed by Kirhho� for thetwisted rod, that is, the ovariant derivative, as wasdone in [10℄ for the DNA moleule. But a more simpleand straightforward approah is possible.We on�ne ourself only to the torsional degrees offreedom of the double lattie and assume the vetorsYn to be parallel to the xy plane, or two-dimensional.Consider the displaements Yn and Yn+1 determinedwithin the frames of the two onseutive base pairs, n

and n + 1. Sine we must ompare the two vetors inthe same frame, we rotate the vetorYn+1 to the frameof the nth base pair,Ybakn+1 = R�1(�)Yn+1:Here, R�1(�) is the inverse matrix of the rotation of thenth frame to the (n+ 1)th one given by the equationR(�) = " os� � sin�sin� os� # : (1)The matrix R is 2 by 2 sine the vetors Yn are e�e-tively two-dimensional. Then the strain aused by thedisplaements of the base pairs is determined by thedi�erene Ybakn+1 �Yn1).It is important that the angle � is given by the twistangle 
 desribing the double helix, in onjuntion withthe torsional angles �n, so that� = 
+ �n+1 � �n:Therefore, the energy due to the inter-strand stress isgiven byXn �M2 _Yn2 ++ K2a2 �R�1(
 + �n+1 � �n)Yn+1 �Yn�2� :It orresponds with the fat that the equilibriumposition of the double helix is the twisted one deter-mined by 
 and all �n being equal to zero. We sup-pose that the size of the DNA moleule is small enoughto be visualized as a straight double helix that is notlarger than the persistene length. Hene, the numberof base pairs N � 150, approximately. Combining theformulas given above, we an write the total energy ofthe DNA moleule asH =Xn �I2 _�2n + �2a2 (�n+1 � �n)2�++Xn �M2 _Yn2++ K2a2 �R�1(
+�n+1��n)Yn+1�Yn�2+ �2Y2n� ; (2)where K and a are the torsional elasti onstant andthe inter-pairs distane, respetively. In summationsgiven above n is the number of a site orresponding tothe nth base pair, n = 1; 2; : : : ; N ; N being the number1) For this argument, I am indebted to D. I. Thertov.429



V. L. Golo ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005of pairs in the segment of the DNA under onsidera-tion. The last term (�=2)Y2n aommodates the energyof the inter-strand separation due to the slides of thebases inside the base pairs.It should be noted that the dynamial variables �nand Yn are of the same order of magnitude, that is,the �rst. Consequently, preserving only terms up tothe third order, we an transform Eq. (2), so that ittakes on the formH =Xn �I2 _�2n + �2a2 (�n+1 � �n)2�++Xn �M2 _Yn2+ K2a2 �R�1(
)Yn+1�Yn�2+ �2 Y2n�++ Ka2 Xn (�n+1 � �n) �R�1(
)Yn+1 �Yn�3 : (3)We have used the fat that the axis of the doublehelix is direted along the z axis.Simplify Eq. (3) by diagonalizing it with the helpof the unitary transformationYn = S un; S = 2664 1p2 ip2ip2 1p2 3775 ;whih is a 2 � 2-matrix, for the vetors Yn and unare e�etively two-dimensional, their third oordinatesbeing equal to zero. The equation for the energy (3)beomesH =Xn �I2 _�2n + �2a2 (�n+1 � �n)2�++Xn �M2 _un � _u�n + �2 un � u�n++ K2a2 �jei
 u1n+1 � u1nj2 + je�i
 u2n+1 � u2nj2����Ka2 Xn (�n+1��n) ��iei
u1n+1 u�1n +ie�i
u2n+1 u�2n � ;where � signi�es omplex onjugation.We an further simplify the equation for the energyby applying the Fourier transformation given by theequations fn = 1pN Xq e�inaq fq ;fq = 1pN n=+N=2Xn=�N=2 einaq fn; q = 2�Na m;m = 0;�1; : : : ;�N2 :

It is important that after the Fourier transforma-tion the variables un satify the following equations fortheir omplex onjugatesu�1q = iu2�q; u�2q = iu1�q: (4)The equation for the energy an be written asH =Xq �I2 _�q _��q + �2a2 sin2 aq2 �q ��q�++Xq �M2 _uq � _u�q + �2 uq � u�q++2Ka2 �sin2 
� aq2 u1qu�1q + sin2 
 + aq2 u2qu�2q ��++Ka2 Xq0q00 ie�iaqpN �� �q0 ��ei
u1q00 u�1q0+q00 + e�i
u2q0 u�2q0+q00� : (5)The interation term in Eq. (5) orresponds to thethree-wave proess and may result in a resonane. Weuse this fat for deriving the parametri maintenaneof the uq modes, i.e., the HBS modes (see below).In the usual way, one an obtain the equationsof motion for u�q ; � = 1; 2 and �q from the equa-tion for the energy given above. The essential pointis the e�ets of dissipation, whih are due to ions inthe lose neighborhood of the moleule and water ef-fets, see [11℄. The dissipation an be aommodatedby writing down terms linear in _u�q and _�q . We takethe external fore, or torque Tq into aount only inthe equation for �q , beause it orresponds to externaldegrees of freedom of our model. Thus, the equationsof motion an be ast in the form�u�q + !2� qu�q + u _u�q ++ 4K sin
Ma2pN Xq0 e�iaq0 �q0u�q�q0 = 0; (6)��q + !2q �q + � _�q ++ i4K sin
 eiaqIa2pN Xq0 u1q0u2q�q0 = Tq ; (7)where !2�q = 4KMa2 sin2 
+ (�1)�aq2 + �M ;!2q = 4�Ia2 sin2 aq2 (8)are the dispersion laws for the �elds u�q ; � = 1; 2, and�q . We see that the spetrum of �q has a typial aous-ti harater, whereas that for u�q has a loal minimum430



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005 The three-wave interation between inter-strand : : :determined by the helial twist 
. Thus, the spetrumof our model is in qualitative agreement with the on-lusions in [2℄. The spei� nature of the torque is to bespei�ed elsewhere (see Se. 3). For the moment, weonsider the general dynamial phenomena to whihthe torque may be onduive.Suppose that on the one hand, the amplitudes of theHBS modes given by u�q are so small that the quadratiterm in Eq. (7) an be negleted, and on the other hand,the external torque Tq is appreiable enough to main-tain the vibration of the torsional mode �q . Thus, wean visualize the torsional mode as a pump mode thatinterats with the HBS mode u�q through the nonlin-earity in Eq. (6). We on�ne ourself to the ase of thetorque Tq being nonzero only at q = q� and having thefrequeny 2!. Therefore, the fored wave, or the pumpwave for the HBS mode, has the form�q� = ei2!t � Æqq� ; ��q� = e�i2!t �� Æ�qq� : (9)To obtain larger values for the pump wave �q , the res-onane ondition!q� = 2!; q� = 
=a;should be satis�ed, even though the resonane behav-ior of the torsional �q-mode itself ould be attenuatedby dissipation, i.e., may be a mode of small amplitude.The equations of motion for u�q in the pumpingregime are�u�q + !2�qu�q + u _u�q + 2KMa2 sin
pN �� �Aei2!t u�q�q� +A� e�i2!t u�q+q�� = 0;where A = e�i
 �:Note that the momentum onservation in the q-valuesis preserved, as required by the three-wave interation.The equations given above an be rewritten in the ma-trix form as�u� + !̂2�u� + u _u� = �ei2!tK + e�i2!tK+�u�; (10)where K and K+ are Hermitian onjugate, andK+K = I � 2KMa2 sin
pN �2 jAj2; Iij = ÆijIt is worth noting that Eq. (10) is a kind of the matrixMathieu equation. In fat, we an apply Rayleigh'smethod to it for studying parametri resonane [12℄.For this, we look for the solution to Eq. (10) in theform of a seriesu(t) = A1 ei!t+B1 e�i!t+A3 ei3!t+B3 e�i3!t+ : : :

Substituting the expression given above into Eq. (10)and preserving only the terms orresponding to e�i!t,we obtain the equations�(�!2 + iu!) I + !̂2�� A1 +KB1 = 0;�(�!2 � iu!) I + !̂2�� B1 +K+A1 = 0:The ompatibility ondition of the equations givenabove an be ast in the form of determinant for theblok matrix,det" !̂2� � !2 + iu ! KK+ !̂2� � !2 � iu ! # = 0; (11)where !̂2 is the matrix of frequenies given by Eq. (8),and !2 and u ! are the salar frequenes. We antransform Eq. (11) into a more amenable form. Notethat it is equivalent to the equationdet(" !̂2� � !2 + iu! KK+ !̂2� � !2 � iu! # �� " I �(!̂2� � !2 + iu!)�10 �2K+ #) = 0;where � = Ma22K pNsin
 (12)and the matries K+ and K satisfy the equation�I + �2KK+ = 0:We have used the fat that for the range of frequeniesunder onsideration, the matrix!̂2� � !2 + iu !is nondegenerate. Therefore, the equation given aboveis equivalent todet ��I + �2 (!̂2� � !2 + iu !) �� J (!̂2� � !2 � iu !)J +� = 0;where the matrix J is given by Jqq0 = Æq0 q�q� :We mayrewrite the last equation as(!2�q � !2 � iu !)(!2� q�q� � !2 + iu !)��� 2KMa2 sin
pN �2 jAj2 = 0; (13)and it is quite similar to the usual ondition for para-metri resonane. Solutions of Eq. (13) are gener-ally omplex and therefore orrespond to attenuated431



V. L. Golo ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005regimes. But there is a spei� wave number, qres, forwhih the solution gives the real frequeny !, and it iseasy to see that it should satisfy the onstraint!2�q�q� = !2�q ; q = qres: (14)Thus, we may ast the ondition for parametri reso-nane in the familiar form [12℄(!2�!2�qres)2+2!2�� 2KMa2 sin
pN �2 jAj2 = 0: (15)3. MICROWAVE IRRADIATION AND THEHBS MODESWe may use the results of the previous setion forassessing the ation of mirowave (mw) radiation on aDNA moleule. The key point is aommodating thefat that the wavelength of radiation is by many ordersof magnitudes larger than the harateristi size of theregion of the moleule involved in the proess. It wasZhang who suggested a mehanism to overome thisdi�ulty [13℄. The main point of Zhang's argumentis that the helial on�guration of the eletri dipolesorresponding to the base pairs makes the interationof the dipole P and the �eld EU = �P �Eangle-dependent. Therefore, di�erent torsional mo-menta are applied at the base pairs. The equation forthe energy of interation between the DNA dipoles andan inident mirowave is given by�Xn E � R(n
+ �n)P0;where R(n
 + �n) is the rotation matrix given byEq. (1), and P0 is the dipole at the site n = 0. Con-sequently, even though the radiation has a plane waveon�guration at the moleular sale, it still twists theDNA moleule about the double helix axis. Sine themomenta hange periodially in time with the inidentwave, the irradiation results in a periodi stress thatmay produe elasti vibrations in the DNA moleule.Zhang suggested that the fore may generate resonanevibrations, resulting in a ross-over mehanism thattakes up initial torsion exitations and transforms theminto longitudinal aousti vibrations.In the present paper, we try to ombine Zhang'smehanism [13℄ and the exitations of the double he-lix studied by Prohofsky and Kim [2℄ with the viewof generating inter-strand waves in the DNA by mw-irradiation. In ontrast to the original idea by Zhang,

we do not utilize a ross-over into longitudinal aous-ti vibrations, but employ the interation between tor-sional osillations and the inter-strand ones, i.e., thethree-wave, given by Eq. (5).The main point is that by expanding the rotationmatrix R(n
 + �n) in the angles �n and keeping onlythe �rst-order terms, we an write Zhang's intera-tion as HZ = �Xn �n(E�Pn)3 + onst;Pn = R(n
)P0; (16)where P0 is the dipole vetor at site n = 0. Next, us-ing Eq. (1) for the matrix R(n
) and negleting theonstant term, we rewrite Eq. (16) asHZ = 12Xn �n �ein
[(E�P0)3 � i(E �P0)℄ ++e�in
 [(E�P0)3 + i(E �P0)℄	 :Applying the Fourier transform for the �n and usingthe equation 1N Xn ei(
�aq)n = Æ
;�aq ;we obtain the following expression for Zhang's intera-tion:HZ = N2 ��q=
=a [(E�P0)3 � i(E �P0)℄ ++�q=�
=a[(E�P0)3 + i(E �P0)℄	 :Hene, the torque Tq in Eq. (7) orresponding toHZ is given byT = ZI Æq;�q� + Z�I Æq;q� ; q� = 
a ; (17)where Z = N2 [(E�P0)3 + i(E �P0)℄ :It should be noted that �q� are the loal minima of theHBS modes. From Eq. (8), we infer that q satis�es theonstraint given by Eq. (14),qres = 32 q�: (18)It is worth noting that the wave numbers q� and qresorrespond to the wavelengths of one and 2=3 turns ofthe double helix.Equations given above provide an opportunityfor making numerial, order-of-magnitude estimates,whih enable us to assess the e�et of mw-radiation432



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005 The three-wave interation between inter-strand : : :on the HBS modes. From Eq. (17), we infer that thetorque T has the sizeT / e2i!tE P;where E and P are the external �eld and the dipolemoment of the base pair, respetively. Next, supposethat the resonane ondition!q = 2!; q = q� = 
abe true, so that the ation of the radiation on thetorsional modes should be the largest possible. Thenthe amplitude of the pumping wave, �q� , aording toEq. (7), is of the order� / pNI EP2!� : (19)Next, we turn to Rayleigh's ondition for the para-metri resonane of the HBS mode given by Eq. (15).For the pumping wave orresponding to Eq. (19), itgives (!2 � !2�q�)2 + 2u !2 � 4�K sin
Ma2 EPI��2 :Hene we have the thresholdu � � 2K sin
Ma2!2 EPI ; (20)whih is the ondition that the energy supplied to aDNAmoleule is greater than that dissipated, suh thatthe maintaining of the HBS mode an take plae. Wesuppose that the frequeny of the HBS modes, given byEq. (8), is generally determined by the gap term �=Min the equation for u�q and the �rst fator in Eq. (20)does not di�er muh from unity. It signi�es that theenergies of the inter-strand separation per base pairand the twist of the relative positions of the two adja-ent base pairs should be omparable. At any rate, thehypothesis appears not to ontradit the data repro-dued in [2℄. If so, we ould have the estimate for thedissipative onstants, at least by orders of magnitude,u � � EPI : (21)Using the relation E / 2r� S ;whih follows from the expression for the Pointing ve-tor S = 4�E�H;

where  is the veloity of light, we rewrite Eq. (21) asu � � 2 PI r� S ; (22)where S is the power density of the interation. If weassume P � 1 D or 10�18 CGSand the inertia oe�ient I / 10�36 g�m2, orrespond-ing to the mass of the base pair � 10�22 g and the size� 10Å, then for the power density S � 100 mW/m2,we have u � � 1016 Hz2 or u; � � 108 Hz. The esti-mate suggests that the e�et produed by mw-radiationis to be looked for at the edge of the GHz zone, be-ause in this ase, the requirement on the line-widthis less stringent. It should be noted that the ruialpoint in assessing the feasibility of experiments on mw-irradiation of the DNA, and its possible in�uene, is thepart played by the ambient solvent and ions ontainedin it. In fat, the irradiation may result in just heatingthe solvent, suh that the dissipation due to the ionstakes up all e�ets on the moleules of DNA. Generally,the thin boundary layer of water and ions lose to theDNA moleule may have an important bearing on thedynamis initiated by the inident mw-radiation andresult in the overdamping of the moleule's torsionalosillations.Davis and VanZandt [11℄ put forward argumentsthat the ions ontained in a layer lose to the DNAmoleule should have an in�uene small enough to al-low the survival of the e�et due to mw-irradiation.The part played by the dissipation aused by water ismore subtle.The urrent arguments [14℄ about the overdampingof the DNA elasti modes rely on the Stokes law forthe frition fore, F = 6��Rv, for a sphere of radiusR moving in a �uid of visosity � at a speed v; and inthe spei� ase of the DNA, it should involve the GHzregion of frequenies. But the lassial hydrodynam-is, that is, the Navier � Stokes theory, breaks down inthe region, as an be inferred from the phenomenonof light sattering in liquids, whih is haraterized bythe triplet struture: the entral Rayleigh line � due tothe elasti sattering and the Mandelstam�Brillouindoublet � � f of the inelasti one, with f being thefrequeny of elasti waves in the liquid. The lassialhydrodynamis gives the width of a line in the Mandel-stam�Brillouin doublet larger than the distane be-tween this line and the maximum of the entral line ofthe triplet, so that the disrete triplet struture shouldnot be observable; in fat, it is [15℄. Mandelstam andLeontovih [15℄ brought about the solution to this prob-lem by using the relaxational theory of hydrodynamis14 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 2 (8) 433



V. L. Golo ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005in whih liquid is onsidered as a visous elasti mediumharaterized by a visosity oe�ient � and a shearmodulus G, the so-alled Maxwell model. In fat, thetheory also takes anisotropy e�ets into aount [15℄.It predits that in the region of hypersound, a few GHzor more, the attenuation oe�ient for sound waves,�� , eases to depend on the frequeny !, whereas inthe low frequeny lassial region, in whih the Stokeslaw is valid, the dependene is �� � !2. Davis andVanZandt [11℄ used the approah of the Maxwell the-ory to �nd estimates for the damping of the DNA elas-ti modes, taking the �rst and the seond hydrationlayers and the quasi-rystallin struture of water in aneighborhood of the DNA into aount. They foundthe attenuation to be two orders of magnitude smallerthan that given by the Stokes law.In fat, there is a further reason for rejeting the ap-proah based on the Stokes law. The water moleulesform hydration shells of DNA [16℄. The primary hy-dration shell omprises the water moleules immedi-ately adjaent to the DNA, about 20 moleules pernuleotide pair, whih onstitute a medium di�erentfrom bulk water. The seondary hydration shell is gen-erally onsidered to be similar to bulk water. But atthe spatial sale of the diameter of the DNA moleule,that is, several tens Å, the water in the seond hy-dration shell is hardly a ondensed medium. Indeed,in this ase, one should have aommodated its loalquasirystalline struture, desribed by the iosahedralmodel [17; 18℄, whih is to result in sophistiated dy-namial equations. The onlusion is that, presently, itis di�ult, if possible at all, to onstrut aurate the-oretial estimates for the attenuation of DNA modes.From the experimental standpoint, the situation ismore advaned. The DNA helial modes were observedin the experiments on the Raman [3; 4; 16℄ and far-in-frared [5℄ sattering. Therefore, one may suggest thatthe attenuation e�ets due to visosity should not pre-lude elasti modes of the DNA. At the same time,small relaxation times for damping between the DNAand the �rst hydration layer, of the order of severaltens ps (see [19℄) should result in the double helix ofthe DNA onerted motion with the surrounding layerof water. The irumstane ould be aommodatedwithin the framework of the semi-phenomenologialmodel in the present paper. In fat, the DNA moleuleand its �rst hydration layer still form a helix struture,and the mutual motion of onstituent bases of a pairtogether with hydration water moleules ould be de-sribed with the �eld Y. Of ourse, the values of themodel onstants, K; � , should be hanged, and for thetime being there is lak of information as to their size.

It is also worth noting that the e�ets of dissipationin aqueous solutions, where a ertain form of the Stokeslaw ould be possible, and in �lms, or �bers, should bequite di�erent. So far, there has been no omprehen-sive theoretial analysis of the dissipation that wouldallow omparing the DNA dynamis in solutions andin �lms. Nonetheless, the interplay of internal vibra-tion modes and submillimeter eletromagneti irradi-ation was registered in paper [6℄, using Fourier trans-form spetrosopy and �lms of the double-stranded ho-mopolymers poly[A℄�poly[U℄ and poly[C℄�poly[G℄. Em-ploying the onept of normal modes, or osillators,of maromoleules, developed earlier for proteins [20℄and used later for DNA [21℄, Globus et al. [6℄ made anumerial simulation of their experimental results andthus obtained an estimate for the relaxational parame-ter , whih has the meaning of osillators dissipation.It turned out that in the range of frequenies several10 m�1, the best �t for  is less than 1 m�1, de-pending on the onformation of the external eletri�eld and the sample. This value of  is too large forEq. (22), but the region of frequenies studied in [6℄ isfar from the edge of the GHz region, and therefore onemay onsider the question of the aeptable dissipationrate still open, and suggest that studying the e�ets ofmw-radiation on the DNA modes may be instrumentalfor understanding the phenomenon.4. CONCLUSIONSWe have shown that the elasti dynamis of thedouble helix ould have enough struture for providinga means for strething the hydrogen bonds of the basepairs of DNA or generating the HBS modes. If the vi-brational modes of the DNA are not overdamped bythe ambient solvent and the balane between energiessupplied and dissipated is favorable, the maintenaneof the HBS modes ould be expeted at the edge of theHBS zone. The best tehnique for studying the H-bondstrething still remains the Raman spetrosopy, onwhih ertain improvements have been made (see [22℄and the referenes therein). Thus, the HBS modes andalso the breathing modes are well aessible from theexperimental standpoint.The hoie of spei� means for generating torsionalexitations of the DNA is important and interesting.In this paper, we have envisaged mw-irradiation ofthe DNA. In ase the interpenetration of the aoustiand the HBS modes takes plae, the mw-radiationould maintain the HBS modes, if the power densityis su�iently large, 100 mW/m2 or more. It is434
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